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We conducted three experiments to investigate the effects of contours on the detection of data
similarity with star glyph variations. A star glyph is a small, compact, data graphic that represents a
multi-dimensional data point. Star glyphs are often used in smail-multiple settings, to represent data
points in tables, on maps, or as overlays on other types of data graphics. In these settings, an important
task is the visual comparison of the data points encoded in the star glyph, for example to find other
similar data points or outliers. We hypothesized that for data comparisons, the overall shape of a star
glyph—enhanced through contour lines— would aid the viewer in making accurate similarity
judgments. To test this hypothesis, we conducted three experiments. In our first experiment, we
explored how the use of contours influenced how visualization experts and trained novices chose glyphs
with similar data values. Our results showed that glyphs without contours make the detection of data
similarity easier. Given these results, we conducted a second study to understand intuitive notions of
similarity. Star glyphs without contours most intuitively supported the detection of data similarity. In a
third experiment, we tested the effect of star glyph reference structures (i.e., tickmarks and gridlines)
on the detection of similarity. Surprisingly, our results show that adding reference structures does
improve the correctness of similarity judgments for star glyphs with contours, but not for the standard
star glyph. As a result of these experiments, we conclude that the simple star glyph without contours
performs best under several criteria, reinforcing its practice and popularity in the literature. Contours
seem to enhance the detection of other types of similarity, e. g., shape similarity and are distracting
when data similarity has to be judged. Based on these findings we provide design considerations
regarding the use of contours and reference structures on star glyphs.
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